LONG-TERM WATER OPTIONS

EXTENSION OF MUNICIPAL WATER LINES TO T.O.P
- CITY OF PESHTIGO SELLS WATER RETAIL

TOWN OPERATED WATER DISTRICT
- CITY OF PESHTIGO SELLS WATER WHOLESALE
- DEEP WELL OUTSIDE OF PLUME
- SURFACE WATER SOURCED FROM BAY OF GREEN BAY

CAPITAL COSTS
1A) JCI STUDY AREA
- Infrastructure - $21,697,000
- Operational - $146,000 / Year

1B) SETTLEMENT AREA
- Infrastructure - $31,566,000
- Operational - $210,000 / Year

2) DNR EXPANDED SITE INVESTIGATION AREA
- Infrastructure - $75,184,000
- Operational - $486,000 / Year

DEEP WELL OUTSIDE OF PLUME
- 1A) JCI STUDY AREA
- Infrastructure - $30,994,000
- Operational - $326,000 / Year

1B) SETTLEMENT AREA
- Infrastructure - $41,808,000
- Operational - $358,000 / Year

2) DNR EXPANDED SITE INVESTIGATION AREA
- Infrastructure - $87,343,000
- Operational - $491,000 / Year

SURFACE WATER SOURCED FROM BAY OF GREEN BAY
- 1A) JCI STUDY AREA
- Infrastructure - $35,075,000
- Operational - $391,000 / Year

1B) SETTLEMENT AREA
- Infrastructure - $45,889,000
- Operational - $427,000 / Year

2) DNR EXPANDED SITE INVESTIGATION AREA
- Infrastructure - $91,424,000
- Operational - $587,000 / Year

*PFAS TREATMENT OPTION: $500,000 for treatment equipment, $500,000 for the building addition and appurtenances per well facility, and $150,000 per year to dispose and replace the media.

*Cost opinions based on DRAFT 2022 Water Supply Alternatives Analysis by Strand Associates, Inc,